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To Whom It May Concern: 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 

In today’s world of doing business, being competitive, excel in conducting business, and attracting the right person that 
suits the job description is more competitive and demanding line of work. Especially, if you need the right person in a 
company that performs sustainable practices. Over the years, more (negative) news was published regarding the 
change of the climate. At one point, the news convinced me that I had to do something about that.  

Upon starting my career at The Hague University, I have found the international world, globalization, different cultures, 
sustainability and climate change attracting my interests. At the moment I started my study, International Business, I 
knew I made the right choice. The interests I had before, were enhanced. It created my personality and enhanced 
competitive interpersonal skills. It shaped me as a person and developed my intercultural knowledge by getting in touch 
with all kinds of nationalities.  

The interests in an international and intercultural setting was experienced before as I did a gap year in New Zealand, 
with Education First, a language institution. In this period, I focused on my English as well being an independent young 
adult, among other young adults from all over the world. This period was successfully finished with a Cambridge CEA 
certificate, volunteering as president in the school’s student council, and a new broad network of international friends. 

My gap year prepared me for the International Business study. It resulted that working hard, discipline, devoted when 
motivated are the characteristics of my working discipline. The earlier mentioned skills and my working discipline were 
challenged when I took the opportunity to do my Study Abroad in Bogotá, Colombia at Universidad de La Sabana. I was 
theoretically prepared, as I did my minor in ’Business in Latin America’, where we focused on Colombia as our main 
project was in collaboration with the Dutch governmental agency RVO, or Netherlands Enterprise Agency in English. 

As Colombia has a completely different culture, the exchange taught me to deal with a different culture, as well 
developed my skills in Spanish. The exchange was complemented with an internship in Bogotá. This gave the 
opportunity to be introduced to the corporate world of doing business in Colombia. This internship taught me to 
enhance my Spanish, to experience the differences in doing business, having meetings, doing research, and the business 
culture between Colombia and the Netherlands. As Colombia is seen by the Dutch government as a country in transition 
from a developing country to a developed country, this attracts many business opportunities. That is one of the reasons 
my internship company is implementing innovative and sustainable products in the Colombian market.  

All in all, my interests and motivation in sustainability, fighting the climate crisis and working in an international setting, 
motivated me to apply for a company that is working with sustainable projects or products. With the so many potentials 
in the industry of sustainable projects or products, I see myself as a useful asset to provide a competitive thesis report 
that could help your company to grow in the industry. The final thesis period would officially start as soon a thesis 
proposal is delivered by the 27th of February 2020 and accepted by my study's thesis board. Therefore, I would like to 
put forward a request for an interview and further consultation. On that note, feel free to contact me via e-mail or via 
phone. Finally, please examine my resume for a further in-depth overview of my academic and business experiences. 

Yours sincerely, 
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